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Animal Collective aside, Alex Bleeker is indie rock’s most fervent defender
of the Grateful Dead. In a Fader article celebrating the Dead’s reunion
shows this summer, the Real Estate bassist bemoaned a harsh dichotomy
in indie culture where the Dead “are one thing, and indie rock is another
thing.” With his side project Alex Bleeker & the Freaks, Bleeker seems
determined to bridge this divide. His third Freaks album, Country Agenda,
is the closest he’s come yet to hitting that sweet spot.

Country Agenda sounds very little like indie rock and even less like Real
Estate. In fact, it doesn’t sound much like past Freaks albums, which were
mostly ramshackle, lo-fi jam-rock affairs. This is a ’70s-style small-band
folk-rock record. The production is warm and analog, and the
arrangements generally include an organ, an electric piano or a steel
guitar—or, magnificently, an actual piano on late-album cut “U.H.M.” At the center of it all is Bleeker’s voice, soulful
and bluesy without sounding affected.

Bleeker claims the Dead’sAmerican Beauty had a life-changing effect on him, and it’s easy to interpret Country
Agenda as Bleeker’s own attempt at replicating that album. Some songs come almost uncannily close to sounding
like it, especially the “Truckin'” shuffle of “Honey I Don’t Know.” But Country Agenda is a different kind of listening
experience. The songs on American Beauty felt very much like bids for the Americana canon. Country Agenda is just
Bleeker having fun.

The centrality of Bleeker’s vocals may lead listeners to believe this is a singer-songwriter record. It’s not. The album
feels like a single, flowing entity, and the listener’s attention might as easily wander to a keyboard or guitar part as to
Bleeker’s voice. The lyrics here aren’t particularly memorable and rely heavily on cliches, but this is actually a benefit:
it means the listener has to do less work. This is a lazy, low-commitment album, and an exemplary one at that.

The album was recorded at the Panoramic House Studio in Stinson Beach, California, a popular beach getaway for
Bay Areans. There’s a very Northern California paradise vibe here, replete with references to oceans and avocados.
Fans of Real Estate may miss how that band tempers its summer fantasias with self-doubt and ennui. But aside from
missing a lover on a few songs, Bleeker seems happy. The sort of music the Freaks play is happy-go-lucky by
nature, and it doesn’t need a dour streak to succeed.

Country Agenda is a deceptively impressive achievement. Rare for an album this anachronistic, it’s not a studious
replica, a fusion experiment or a piss-take. Rather, it’s a passion project from a guy whose heart belongs as much to
classic rock as to its purported rival indie rock—and an entreaty for those two genres to stop squabbling so much.
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